SUMMARY: Using the semiclassical perturbation formalism, we have calculated electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for six Au I lines as a function of temperature and perturber density. Electron-impact broadening parameters for eight Au II transitions have been calculated within the modified semiempirical approach.
INTRODUCTION
Spectral lines of gold have been observed in Hg-Mn and other chemically peculiar stars (see e.g. Fuhrmann 1988 , Adelman 1994 , Wahlgren et al. 1995 and the corresponding Stark broadening data for such lines are of interest for the qualitative and quantitative interpretation of stellar spectra and gold abundance determinations. In order to provide the relevant Stark broadening data needed in astrophysics and for investigation of laboratory plasmas, we have calculated within the semiclassical-perturbation formalism (Sahal−Bréchot, 1969ab) electron-, proton-, and ionized helium-impact line widths and shifts for six Au I lines as a function of temperature and perturber density. Since for Au II lines a sufficiently complete set of reliable atomic data needed for the application of the full semiclassical perturbation approach in an adequate way does not exist, the modified semiempirical method (Dimitrijević and Konjević 1980 , Dimitrijević and Kršljanin 1986 , Popović and Dimitrijević 1996 has been used. Electronimpact broadening parameters for eight Au II transitions, have been calculated as a function of temperature for an electron density of 10 17 cm −3 , since within the used theoretical formalism, the behaviour of electron-impact broadening parameters with density is linear.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The analysis of obtained results, the analysis of the influence of Stark broadening effect in hot star atmospheres, and all details of calculations will be published elsewhere (Popović et al. 1999) . Here, we present only Tables of obtained Stark broadening parameters, needed for astrophysical and laboratory plasma diagnostic purposes. A summary of the semiclassical perturbation formalism (Sahal−Bréchot, 1969ab) for neutral emitters is given in Dimitrijević and Sahal-Bréchot (1984) . We note here only that the inelastic collision contribution is included in the ion-impact line widths. Energy levels for Au I lines have been taken from Moore (1971) . The LS-coupling and the Coulomb approximation have been applied for the oscillator strength calculations. In addition to electron-impact full halfwidths and shifts, Stark-broadening parameters due to proton-, and He II-impacts have been calculated. Our results for six Au I lines are shown in Table 1, for perturber densities 10 15 − 10 19 cm −3 and temperatures T = 2,500 − 50,000 K. We also specify a parameter C (Dimitrijević and Sahal−Bréchot 1984), which gives an estimate for the maximum perturber density for which the line may be treated as isolated when it is divided by the corresponding full width at half maximum. For each value given in Tables 1 and 2, the collision Table 1 . This table shows electron-, proton-, and He II-impact broadening parameters for Au I transitions, calculated within the full semiclassical perturbation approach (Sahal-Bréchot 1969ab) for perturber densities of 10 15 − 10 19 cm −3 and temperatures from 2,500 up to 50,000 K. Transitions and wavelengths (in nm) are also given. By dividing C by the corresponding full width at half maximum (Dimitrijević et al., 1991) , we obtain an estimate for the maximum perturber density for which the line may be treated as isolated and tabulated data may be used. The asterisk identifies cases for which the collision volume multiplied by the perturber density (the condition for validity of the impact approximation) lies between 0.1 and 0.5. Stark broadening parameters for densities lower than tabulated, are linear with perturber density.
PERTURBER DENSITY = 1.E+15cm Table 2 . This table shows electron-impact broadening parameters for Au II transitions, calculated within the modified semiempirical approach (Dimitrijević and Konjević 1980 , Dimitrijević and Kršljanin 1986 , Popović and Dimitrijević 1996 for a perturber density of 10 16 cm −3 and temperatures from 5,000 up to 100,000 K. Transitions and averaged wavelengths for the multiplet (λ in nm) are also given. Stark broadening parameters for other perturber densities may be obtained by linear scaling, taking into account that for sufficiently higher densities a correction for Debye shielding effect (Griem 1974 ) should be applied. volume (V) multiplied by the perturber density (N) is much less than one and the impact approximation is valid (Sahal-Bréchot, 1969ab) . Values for NV > 0.5 are not given and values for 0.1 < NV ≤ 0.5 are denoted by an asterisk. Stark broadening parameters for densities lower than tabulated, are linear with perturber density. When the impact approximation is not valid, the ion broadening contribution may be estimated by using quasistatic approach (Sahal−Bréchot 1991 and Griem 1974) . In the region between where neither of these two approximations is valid, a unified type theory should be used. For example in Barnard et al. (1974) , a simple analytical formula for such a case is given. The accuracy of the results obtained decreases when broadening by ion interactions becomes important.
The analysis of present results will be published elsewhere (Popović et al. 1999) .
